**Nonfiction**

**Little Poems for Tiny Ears**  
by Lin Oliver  
This delightful collection of original poems celebrates the everyday things that enthral little ones, such as playing peekaboo, banging pots and pans, splashing at bath time, and cuddling at bedtime.

**Leo Loves Baby Time**  
by Anna McQuinn  
On Wednesdays, Leo and his mom go to Baby Time, where he sings, plays, and meets new friends.

**Peekity Boo What You Can Do!**  
by Heidi Roemer  
Rhyming text follows a toddler’s bedtime routine, featuring an energetic bath, choosing jammies, reading a book, cuddling with a favorite toy, and snuggling with loved ones before falling asleep.

**I Am a Baby**  
by Bob Shea  
Told from the viewpoint of a new arrival, the tiny narrator repeats the mantra, “Because I am a baby,” over and over, sharing all the cuteness, chaos, and comical antics that come with a new little one.

**My Very First 100 Words**  
by Rosemary Wells  
J398.8 Wel  
Charming and comical, this picture book is the perfect foundation for little ones to begin understanding the words they hear on a daily basis.

**Shapes**  
by Shelley Rotner  
J516.15 Rot  
Children are introduced to shapes with examples of real-life objects that resemble those shapes.

**A Baby Like You**  
by Catherine Thimmesh  
J591.392 Thi  
Whether it’s a first step or a first bath, all babies celebrate milestones as they grow. Connecting adorable babies across our ecosystem.

**Big Green Crocodile: Rhymes to Say and Play**  
by Jane Newberry  
J811.608 New  
Rhymes cover the day, from morning playtime and lunchtime to being out and about, teatime, evening playtime, bathtime, and bedtime. Featuring jungle animals, farm animals, buzzing bees, big green crocodiles, and lots more!
**Magazines**

**Babybug**
by Cricket
J Magazine
Babybug is full of the highest-quality content available from the world’s best children’s writers and artists.

**Hello**
by Highlights
J Magazine
The childhood experts and imaginative minds at Highlights have developed this special magazine for babies. It plants the seeds for a lifetime love of learning by making books and reading fun.

**Ranger Rick Cub**
by National Wildlife Federation
J Magazine
Ranger Rick Cub thrills the littlest learners with amazing photos, stories, rhymes, and games featuring their favorite, adorable young animals. Best for ages four and under.

**Picture Books**

**Baby, Sleepy Baby**
by Atinuke
JP Atinuke
It’s bedtime for a little one, and the whole family takes turns to cuddle and sing this sleepy baby to bed.

**I Love My Baby**
by Sebastien Braun
JP Braun
Celebrate the universal love parents have for their children. This story includes swans, bunnies, foxes, polar bears, and other favorite members of the animal kingdom exchanging gestures of affection.

**Brown Baby Lullaby**
by Tameka Fryer Brown
JP Brown
From sunset to bedtime, one very active baby keeps Momma and Papi busy. But yummy tummy kisses and warm snuggles make this bebito sleepy just in time for bed.

**Old MacDonald Had a Farm**
by Jane Cabrera
JP Cabrera
A warm reimagining of the beloved folk song introduces young children to the onomatopoeic sounds of barnyard animals on the farm.

**I Believe in Me**
by Emma Dodd
JP Dodd
A baby crocodile learns that believing in yourself can open up a whole new world!

**Counting Creatures**
by Julie Donaldson
JP Donaldson
Presents parent animals and invites readers to count their respective babies.

**We All Play Kimêtawânaw**
by Julie Flett
JP Flett
This book celebrates playtime and the connection between children and the natural world.

**Up, Up, Up, Down**
by Kimberly Gee
JP Gee
Sharing an energetic day of opposites with Dad, an exuberant toddler demands to be picked up and immediately put down, refuses and then eats breakfast, and musters up the courage to jump into the pool.

**Sweetest Kulu**
by Celina Kalluk
JP Kalluk
An Inuit mother sings to her Kulu—or baby—about animals and other elements in their Arctic world and the gifts they bring to the child, from the summer sun’s warm light to Arctic hare’s love, muskox’s power, and caribou’s patience.